Simon Oerding 3rd Overall Alliance Open 2019 – Tau Empire

Outrider (Tau – Tau Sept) – 485pts

HQ – Commander Shadowsun (110), MV52 Shield Drone (11), MV62 Command-link Drone (6) - [10 PL, 127pts]
HQ – Ethereal (45), Hover Drone (5), Honour Blade (0), 2xShield Drones (20) - [4 PL, 70pts], Warlord (Through Unity, Devastation)

FA – 7x Tactical Drones: 5xShield Drones (50), 2xMarker Drones (20) - [4 PL, 70pts]
FA – 7x Tactical Drones: 5xShield Drones (50), 2xMarker Drones (20) - [4 PL, 70pts]
FA – 6x Tactical Drones: 4xShield Drones (40), 2xMarker Drones (20) - [4 PL, 60pts]
FA – 5x Pathfinder (25), 4xMarkerlight (12), Shas’ui Upgrade (0) Shas’ui wargear: Markerlight (3), Pulse Accelerator Drone (8), Recon Drone (12), Grav Inhibitor Drone (8), 2xShield Drones (20) - [6 PL, 88pts]

Vanguard (Tau – Tau Sept) – 1515pts

HQ – XV86 Coldstar Commander (90), 4xFusion Blaster (72), 2xShield Drones (20) - [8 PL, 182pts]
HQ – Cadre Fireblade (39), Markerlight (3), 2xShield Drones (20) - [3 PL, 62pts], Relict (Puretide Engram Neurochip)

EL – Riptide (185), 2xSmart Missile System (30), Heavy Burst Cannon (35), Advanced targeting system (18), Target Lock (12) - [14 PL, 280pts]
EL – Riptide (185), 2xSmart Missile System (30), Heavy Burst Cannon (35), Advanced targeting system (18), Target Lock (12) - [14 PL, 280pts]
EL – Riptide (185), 2xSmart Missile System (30), Heavy Burst Cannon (35), Advanced targeting system (18), Drone Controller (5) - [14 PL, 273pts]

HS – 3x Broadsides (105), 3xAdvanced Targeting System (18), 6xSmart Missile System (90), 6xHigh Yield Missile Pod (150), 3xSeeker Missile (15), 4xShield Drones (40), 2xMarker Drones (20) - [24 PL, 438pts]